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White
Good Evening.  Tonight, In Touch’s own version of "tweet of the day".  

Clip – Audio signals
 
Well some pretty rare birds amongst that lot!  In fact they are of course indicators that it’s now safe to cross the road, from all over the world but are they becoming an endangered species in this country? We've also got our own version of Jackanory. 
 
Clip
There was a king who was wise and some said it was King Vikram and some said it was King Solomon and some said it was King Arthur but the person who told me this story told me that the person who told the person who told the person who told the person…

White
 We'll be meeting a professional blind storyteller.  

Now, they're called audible pedestrian signals and you just heard examples of them from all over the world - Poland, Russia, New York, Hong Kong, Granada (the Spanish one), Japan, and Canada's capital of Ottawa.  We asked, on last week's programme, are they becoming scarcer here, and if so why?  Well listener Anne Cosgrove thinks they are. 

Cosgrove
I find there are hardly any audible crossings nowadays.  Unfortunately they’ve been replaced with the spinning cones.  Sometimes it’s difficult to find the box at a crossing as they’re never positioned in the same place.  For routes that I do regularly it’s not a problem but for crossing a road I’m not used to I end up putting my hand out only to hit a person.  Now this doesn’t always happen, there are kind people who say I’ve just pressed the button, then I ask them if they could let me know when the green man is up.  For us, whether it be an audible crossing or a spinning cone, we have to find the box in the first place.  What I would really like to see are audible crossings like they have in the South of Ireland and in Melbourne Australia, here there are continuous audible signals, there’s a sound so you know where the button is, then the sound changes when the green man comes up.  I’m always fascinated by these crossings and have often wished the UK would bring them in, they really do make life much easier.

White
Well in trying to establish a trend of whether the numbers of audible crossings are going up or down in the UK, we found accurate figures difficult to come by. The Local Government Association said they don’t collect data and the Department for Transport pointed us to its guidance for local authorities. We also contacted a number of local authorities and suppliers of the technology and the indications are that numbers are actually increasing, but slightly. 
 
Well we’ve assembled three guests to try to shed some light on the matter. First, Richard Bishop, who should know, he installs them and he designs pedestrian junctions all over the country, he contacted us after the programme to give us his own view of the situation.

Bishop
What is true is that there are more – there’s more and more use of tactile rotating cones, tactile equipment and yes probably sometimes less audible equipment.  And the reasons are many fold really.  First and foremost it’s safety, as a designer you don’t want to give a positive signal to somebody to miss-hear something and then somebody cross a crossing when it’s actually not safe to cross and also residents in urban areas can be upset by the sound in the middle of the night, so we do end up sometimes turning them off at night or sometimes they’re not installed.  But I have to say tactile rotating cones are very commonplace.

White
But you did hear what Anne was saying there, that they’re difficult to find, they don’t necessarily make a noise and I can add to that the fact that you often get there and there are three other people kind of beside the rotating cone so you can’t get at it.

Bishop
Well that’s very true and it is a limitation.  What I can say about the location of the tactile rotating cone is that at crossings there should – there’s tactile paving and a positive message – a green man – for pedestrians then there should be a rotating cone.  I’ve done a straw poll of a local authority this morning and they tell me that over 90% of their crossings in the city, the city of Leicester, have got rotating cones, about 5% have got audible signals.

White
So whose decision is it, Richard, when you’re standing there assessing a crossing what are you basing it on?

Bishop
Well it’s the whole context, it’s all of the users at the particular sight.  Some junctions are more tailored towards moving traffic and they can be complex and split crossings and they can be quite – I imagine quite alien places for the visually impaired.  And then there are other locations where – more city centre, more urban realm, more straight over crossings where all the cars stop where it’s more safe to use an audible signal.  It’s horses for courses really.

White
Okay, horses for courses, let me bring in Peter Barker, in the studio with me, who’s taken a great interest in these signals for many years both as Professor of the Inclusive Environment, a representative on a number of committees and organisations involved in negotiations about travel and transport for blind people both locally and nationally.  Peter Barker, do you agree that there are cases where audible signals aren’t the answer?

Barker
No, I think they should always be audible and tactile.  There may be very, very rare cases where an audible signal is inappropriate, if for example there’s a very high level of background noise, it’s pointless having it because you wouldn’t hear it.  But I’m frankly not persuaded by the argument that an audible signal can be disruptive people who live in the area or work in the area.  I have two audible crossings within 50 metres of where I live, if I try hard in the middle of the night I can hear them but because they’re always there doesn’t bother me.

White
But clearly this is what a lot of people are doing, I mean one of the more helpful of the local authorities that we got in touch with – Bath and North East Somerset – they gave us their figures and they said 26 of the 90 areas where they’d actually got special facilities weren’t suitable for audible, so they didn’t put them in, for the reasons that we heard from Richard really.

Barker
Well that sounds like an opinion and others may disagree with it.  In my town, Tunbridge Wells, most of the audible signals in the town centre have now been removed, they’ve all been replaced with the tactile signal.  Now you can get by if you are familiar with the environment, but if you’re a visitor to the town you don’t hear a tactile cone rotating, what you do hear is somebody else using a crossing with an audible signal and you can make for it if you want to cross the road.

White
Are visually impaired people’s views represented enough do you think?

Barker
Certainly not.  I think…

White
Less than they used to be?

Barker
Yes, if there’s a problem locally now it’s up to the individual to take it up with the local authority or whoever else is involved whereas not too many years ago there were some bodies at the national level which could come in and support them or deal with things at the governmental or local government level, that’s all disappeared.

White
And…

Barker
And can I make another point here?  The tactile signal is fine for most people but those who’ve lost a little bit of sensitivity in their fingertips – and that happens actually to a lot of people as they get older – they can’t feel the cone turning and they use all sorts of techniques like trying to feel it with a fingernail or the back of their hand, certainly have to take their gloves off and yet 10 years ago a different profile was offered to the Department for Transport, they’ve carried out two pieces of research, cost £40,000 each, if the reaction from visually impaired people and others was entirely positive, they wanted this different profile and here we are nothing has been done. 

White
Okay, so are there any other alternatives?  Well it wouldn't be 2014 if there wasn’t an app for it would it.  This one has been developed by Gavin Neate, which is why it’s called Neatebox and he's in Edinburgh.  Gavin, how does it work?

Neate
Well start by saying 18 years as a guide dog mobility instructor meant that I was seeing exactly what Anne was saying and what Peter’s very aware of was that the tactile cone was too far away from the actual kerb edge.  The person standing in the middle of the tactile paving gets the opportunity to cross at the shortest point, 1.2 metres per second is the time that’s set up, but if it takes you three seconds to get from the tactile cone to the middle of the paving, sit your dog or square off with your long cane it reduces the amount of time you’ve got to cross the road.

White
So what does your app do?

Neate
Well what I recognised was the ability to press the button from a distance was really quite important so we put some technology inside the box, wired it into the actual system, did that with Transport Scotland in Edinburgh and we can now press the button from our mobile phones.

White
Peter and Richard have been talking about safety, how will the app distinguish if there are more than one signal or the crossing is of a more complex type?

Neate
We are currently able to do single crossings incredibly well, we’re also able to do multi-crossings with single stage, so four ways all working with the green man.  We’ve got working models in Edinburgh at this time with single crossings but we’re looking at more development to increase it to other crossings as well.  In fact we’re going to be demonstrating it at Roads Festival in Ingliston.

White
Okay, so Peter are apps the answer?

Barker
I think an app, by the sound of it, would be a great help.

White
There are going to be a lot of people who can’t necessarily use it though aren’t there?

Barker
Yeah and of course it is only going to help if the audible signal is there.  

White
So what you’re saying is people will still have to put the audible signal in…

Neate
No it’s not necessarily the case.  We’re actually working with turning the audible signal on purely because it knows the person has an app.

White
So you’d be able to turn it on yourself?

Neate
We can turn on the audible signal and we can also increase the crossing time.

White
So Richard, are we using the right technology do you think or do we need to have a rethink of this?

Bishop
Well there’s always new innovation and that innovation sounds fantastic, as long as things are tested.

White
Peter Barker, a final word, you’ve been studying this for more years than probably you care to remember, what would be the most complete answer?

Barker
Well I think the first thing is something which tells you that there is a crossing nearby and exactly where it is.  Second thing is you’ve got to be able to operate that crossing when you get there and know that it’s a safe time to cross and that you have adequate time to cross.  I’m all for technological solutions provided they’re thoroughly tested and they meet not what the technologists want to provide but what the blind and partially sighted people actually need to use.

White
That’s Peter Barker, Gavin Neate and Richard Bishop, thank you all very much indeed. 
 
Now doing this programme for quite some time I’ve heard a fair number of reactions to losing sight, but Giles Abbott's has to be amongst the most unusual. He turned into a professional storyteller, so how did that happen?

Abbott
I lost whatever it is of my sight that I’ve lost, I am registered blind, that was in 1998 and that was caused by Multiple Sclerosis, so after losing my eyesight my body fell to pieces and I couldn’t stand for three months or walk for over a year.  But as I was beginning to become physically more able a lady who’d been working with my wife, she wasn’t my wife then but she is now, she said why don’t you come down to this particular pub – we were living in Yorkshire at the time – because in this pub there was a monthly storytelling club and they said they’ve got a story – and I was what?  And went along in a sense of curiosity rather than expectation and I listened to the shaggy dog storytellers telling stories set in and around the valley and I fell in love.  And in the open spot at the end of the evening the host was saying anybody in the audience who wants to have a go, did I get up and have a go?  Absolutely not, I was thinking god if I can get some information on how to do this maybe in six months’ time. But my girlfriend Suze got up and told a story and I had a complete Scooby moment when her name was called – and she got up and told a story brilliantly.  And I thought that’s how you do it, you know how it goes, open your mouth give it a go, so I did.

White
Right, so let’s get you to open your mouth and give it a go, we’ll put you straight to the test.  You’re about to embark on a storytelling tour of the UK based I think on a number of things, including your reactions to how people react to you.  So let’s just have an example.

Abbott
Alright there was a king who was wise and some said it was King Vikram and some said it was King Solomon and some said it was King Arthur but the person who told me this story told me that the person who told the person who told the person who told the person who told him couldn’t remember, so I don’t know either what their name was.  This king was so wise that he’d ruled so well that everybody in his kingdom was happy all the time and he couldn’t find anybody who wasn’t anything except blissfully happy and he thought their ears must hurt from all that smiling.  And he thought what if one day it crashes.  What will they do?  They need some balance.  And so he called his wise men and said I don’t know why but I need you to make me a ring which will have the power to when I’m happy make me sad and when I’m sad make me happy.  And a week later they gave him a plain gold ring and the moment the king gazed on it he was sad and then when he looked at it again, he was happy because written on that plain gold ring were the words – This too will pass.

White
It’s very thought provoking…

Abbott
That’s the intention.

White
And that’s the intention, so they’re not all…

Abbott
All my other short stories are inappropriate.

White
Okay.  How much are they about your image or how people regard you because I know that one of the things you did was you threw away your symbol cane or at least if you didn’t throw it away you stopped using it?

Abbott
They’re not as such about my – I mean there is one storytelling piece that I do which links a Welsh myth to the story of how I lost my sight and how I rebuilt my life but that’s only one of them.  And one of the things I love about traditional storytelling is I’m not talking about myself, I’m talking about humanity in a much wider sense.  And the piece that I’m touring is a story of a Victorian explorer called Sir Richard Francis Burton, so that’s got nothing to do with me.  Why did I put away the symbol cane?  Well I used the symbol cane for 10 years and in all of those 10 years at least twice or thrice I regretted holding it because it would cause more problems than it solved.  I’m quite tall, I’m quite big and my eyes are not damaged, my visual impairment is caused by brain damage, so my eyes look like they are making perfect eye contact with people or seeing everything and I look around me – I mean all I’m seeing is light and colour but I look like I can see.  So I’d find myself surrounded by gangs of young men sticking their feet in my way and giving me GBH in the ears because they think I’m on some peculiar scam to avail myself of the abundant riches of disability living allowance.

White
You think it causes as many problems as it solves then?

Abbott
I wanted to see what it was like and if I could function without it.

White
And you do have enough vision, that’s an important point because people will be saying you couldn’t do that if you couldn’t see at all?

Abbott
Absolutely, I do, yeah.  My wife says that young kids don’t stare at me anymore, young men don’t try and stare me out.  I mean of course I was oblivious to all of that but it makes her feel more comfortable.

White
I’m quite interested in how this works as a profession.

Abbott
A lot of my work will be in schools, telling stories to children or doing workshops to get children to create and tell stories, I’ve just come back from 10 days in Egypt doing exactly that in Egyptian schools.  And also there are storytelling clubs and there are festivals and this tour I’m doing is funded by Arts Council England and that’s a 10 date tour around England and there’s a date in Wales as well and that’s purely for adults, that’s not for children at all.

White
Right.  How do you children react to you and how do they react to your stories?

Abbott
I do tell children that even though it looks like I’m making eye contact with the kids at the back of the hall I can’t make eye contact with the kids at the front of the hall because it’s absolutely worth them learning young that blind isn’t just total blind or total sight, that there’s lots of interstitial variations and also it’s not obvious that sometimes vision makes mistakes, you think they look like they can see, no they can’t.

White
Which is possibly one of the most valuable things for children to learn, that it’s not one thing, it’s lots of things.

Abbott
Precisely.  Just like being deaf doesn’t mean you hear nothing at all, it’s a continuum and we all exist on it at some point.

White
What happens when people twig that you have got a sight problem, if they twig it?

Abbott
Well what’s interesting is the comparison since before I put down the symbol cane or after I put down the symbol cane, people take a different journey to the same point and their reaction on getting there is quite different.  So before they’d see the stick and think oh he’s blind, which for them means of course he can’t see anything, I can, I can see quite a lot incredibly badly.  So then they sort of go – oh so you’re not totally blind then, almost with a sense of ooh.  And then now it’s a case of people see me and then they think I can see everything, I can see perfectly, which is far from the truth, so then they meet me and then they get – oh so you’re nearly blind then – and so they get to exactly the same point with a completely different emotional reaction based on how they got there, based on what their assumption was at starting.

White
When you talk to an audience or you’ve got a group of people and you’re telling them a story how do you judge response?

Abbott
That’s interesting.  In the early days of my career I used to rely on laughter, whatever the story was I’d jump out of it and crack a joke.

White
What early?

Abbott
Yeah.

White
Get one in.

Abbott
Yeah kind of and I’d hear the laughter and okay they’re with me, and I’d keep checking.  But then I stopped doing that and I remember the first time I told a long 45 minute story in absolute darkness and silence and at the end I was traumatised and then people started coming up and saying that was amazing.  So I have learnt to tune into the quality of silence.  If the room is really still because people aren’t even moving you know you’ve got them and then you can extend it and you can take it deeper and you can make the emotions more acute.  If you can feel people are shifting and fidgeting then you cut to the point and move it along.

White
The silver tones of Giles Abbott.  There's more about Giles and his tour, on our website, and more information about audible pedestrian signals too.  You can also subscribe to the In Touch podcast. 

If you'd prefer, you can give your views and queries to our actionline for 24 hours after the programme, the number 0800 044 044 or you can e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk. 

And finally:

Clip – Canadian Signal FX

That’s a special welcome to some new listeners from Canada. From today, In Touch is being broadcast on a channel which specialises in accessible media, we will be going out on Accessible Media digital audio channel and we look forward to your company, and some of your stories too. From me Peter White, producer Lee Kumutat, and the team, goodbye. 
 


